








Single-day events
Maker Days



create pom pom launchers
see who can make a boat 
that will float the most coins 
or washers



squishy circuits
art paper fashion runway



marble runs



spaghetti towers



newspaper sculptures



puffmobiles

Led to creation of several 
makerspaces!



Single-day events

In the Zone 2015 = 6 zones



creating an electronic car 
that runs on tweets



writing and performing a 
skit about heroism



creating LED lightboxes





coding
App Inventor - voice-
activated app that draws 
something



mindfulness, meditation, 
and yoga



with SkyTV, learning how to 
create a newscast





quilting, anime, playing the 
guitar, reading science 
fiction, archery



I want to learn more 
about…
dinosaurs, knitting, Goth 
music, hydraulics so I can 
pimp my car, teach myself 
the piano…



library makerspace



Philanthropic engineering - 
Uganda, Dominican Republic



3d printer - solar chargers, will 
then glow for a few hours at night



The effect of magnesium chloride 
on radish seed germination and 
mealworm behavior (middle school 
project)



PAUSE FOR DISCUSSION, Q&A, 
ETC.





MUSE

Primarily early childhood 
through 4th grade

Incredibly strong emphasis 
on environmental 









Blending academics and 
passion-based learning













Individual Learning Plans 
(e.g., 4th grader growing 
250 heads of lettuce to feed 
entire school for two weeks)





Process Communication Model in 
action





























PAUSE FOR DISCUSSION, Q&A, 
ETC.









































A school designed for 
inquiry is very different than 
a school designed for 
compliance
A school designed for 
critical thinking, problem 
solving, creativity is very 



no reason to expect that 
factory model schools 
designed for an 
analog manufacturing 
economy would be the right 
fit for a hyperconnected, 
hypercompetitive 



Seth Godin!



https://docs.google.com/
document/d/
1gWKB48I9D5bCTF3TrDc_rtnwv3P
8kUuDWfjq93hBlqw/edit





Sometimes we spice things up with 
a so-called project
4th grade state float full of low-
level facts about the state
(state fish of Pennsylvania?)



Coat hanger mobiles



Cereal box book reports



80 to 85% low level knowledge 
work
Not only are kids bored out of 
their minds…
http://www.gallup.com/opinion/
gallup/170525/school-cliff-student-
engagement-drops-school-
year.aspx






